Death after marital bereavement--is the risk increased?
Previous studies on the effect of marital bereavement on mortality have suggested various time periods during which the risk of mortality is increased. As many of the studies compared the widowed group with national mortality statistics for the married, there has been no opportunity to adjust for confounders which might themselves be responsible for this increased risk after bereavement. In this paper the various hypotheses proposed are reviewed and then modelled on a dataset of 344 elderly persons who were living with a spouse and who were part of a survey of a population of people aged 75 years and over. The 344 index-cases and their spouses were followed up for seven years and the times of death (for those who died) of the index-case and spouse were noted. The data were analysed by fitting a proportional hazards model to the subject's survival time after adjustment for other factors such as mental and physical health which had already been shown to be associated with mortality. The bereavement effects were fitted as time-dependent covariates. The best fitting model for females and males indicated an increased relative risk of mortality which lasted for approximately six months after bereavement. In the case of widows this relative risk was significantly increased, being 3.8 with 95 per cent confidence interval (1.4, 10.3) while for widowers the risk was 0.03 with 95 per cent confidence interval (0.00, 37.3).